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ABSTRACT Coexistence of small-cell LTE-U and Wi-Fi networks in unlicensed bands at 5 GHz is a topic
of active interest, primarily driven by industry groups affiliated with the two (cellular and Wi-Fi) segments.
Our focus in this work is on real-time deployment aspects of such coexisting networks, a topic which has
seen little traction in the existing literature. The aim is to explore the following questions: (1) How do Wi-Fi
clients associate with a Wi-Fi access point (AP) when a LTE-U base station is active with its maximum duty
cycle, (2) How is the latency of Wi-Fi connection affected (in terms of association and data transmission)
during coexistence with LTE-U, and (3) How does the energy sensing threshold of Wi-Fi affect the latency
and throughput performance of Wi-Fi and LTE-U?
INDEX TERMS Wi-Fi, association, LTE-U, coexistence.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multimedia downloading and streaming with high-end handheld wireless devices, such as mobile phones and tablets,
has led to an exponential increase in the demand for mobile
data. The resulting need to increase cellular network capacity has been addressed (in part) by small cell deployments,
along with intelligent traffic and radio resource management
mechanisms. Given that licensed spectrum is limited and
expensive, network operators are increasingly looking to promote spectrum sharing of various kinds: between licensed
and unlicensed as well as different unlicensed systems. Over
500 MHz of unlicensed spectrum has been allocated in N.
America within the 5 GHz band, to which many WiFi systems have already migrated. Increasingly, small-cell LTE
cellular systems are being planned for deployment in this
band. This gives rise to coexistence problems between the
cellular (LTE) and Wi-Fi systems which use very different
medium access control (MAC) protocols [1], [2]. LTE uses a
TDMA/FDMA scheduled approach and Wi-Fi uses a carrier
sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)
approach. Recently, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) announced a Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) seeking to open up 1200 MHz of additional
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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spectrum in the 6 GHz band for unlicensed use [3], thus
creating more scenarios where coexistence of unlike systems
in unlicensed bands will be of interest.
The challenges of Wi-Fi and LTE coexistence in 5 GHz
band has received considerable attention, driven by two recent
standardization efforts: LTE-U developed by the LTE-U
Forum [4] and LTE-LAA developed by 3GPP [5]. These
two standards differ in the way coexistence is implemented.
LTE-U leverages a duty cycling approach combined with
carrier sense adaptive transmission (CSAT), while LTE-LAA
uses a mechanism similar to CSMA/CA as in Wi-Fi a.k.a.
Listen Before Talk (LBT). Due to the LBT scheme [6]–[9],
LTE LAA become most successful for cellular operation over
unlicensed spectrum. In this work, we focus on the realtime aspect of duty cycle based LTE-U CSAT when cellular
operator try to coexist with the Wi-Fi.
The investigation in [10] explored why (in many circumstances) LTE-U coexists poorly with Wi-Fi. The underlying
causes include: a) LTE-U’s duty-cycling which causes LTE
transmissions to begin abruptly, often in the middle of Wi-Fi
transmissions, interrupting them and causing Wi-Fi to ratchet
down the transmission rates via rate control in response to
increased error rates; and b) the asymmetry of respective
carrier sense mechanisms between LTE-U and Wi-Fi devices.
In [11], the researchers noted that LTE-U and Wi-Fi coexistence is a balancing act between throughput and latency.
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Either throughput or latency of a co-channel Wi-Fi network
is negatively impacted if the LTE duty cycle period is too
low or too high, respectively. Even with 50% duty cycling,
the Wi-Fi throughput is shown to be affected by more than
half.
Additionally, Qualcomm investigated coexistence of Wi-Fi
with LTE-U through extensive simulations and showed that
significant throughput gain can be achieved by aggregating
LTE across licensed and unlicensed spectrum carriers [12].
In this approach, the throughput improvement does not hamper Wi-Fi performance and both technologies can fairly
share the unlicensed spectrum harmoniously. In the report to
FCC [13], Wi-Fi coexistence with LTE-U was measured by
the impact on Wi-Fi throughput, latency, and VoIP dropped
calls via simulation. The study concluded that LTE-U (as prescribed) does not meet the ‘‘fair’’ coexistence criterion.
Most existing work on duty cycle based LTE/Wi-Fi coexistence [1], [2], [14], [15] explores issues via analytical and
simulation results. While useful, these approaches necessarily ignore several real-time operational challenges that are
observed in test-bed deployments. A key issue is ‘‘association
fairness’’ with Wi-Fi/LTE-U coexistence on the same channel. Since beacon transmission is the first step in starting the
association process in Wi-Fi, we define association fairness
as how fair LTE-U is in allowing Wi-Fi to start transmitting
beacons on a channel that it occupies with a very large
duty cycle. If there is no deterioration in successful beacon
transmission and reception as compared to baseline Wi-Fi/
Wi-Fi performance, then the Wi-Fi/LTE-U deployment can
be considered to be ‘‘fair’’. We study [16], both theoretically
and experimentally, the effect that such a large LTE-U duty
cycle can have on the association process, specifically Wi-Fi
beacon transmission and reception. We demonstrate using
carefully designed experiments in realistic settings that a
significant percentage of Wi-Fi beacons will either not be
transmitted in a timely fashion or will not be received at the
LTE-U BS thus making it difficult for the LTE-U BS to adapt
its duty cycle in response to the Wi-Fi usage. In this work,
we propose solutions to ensure association fairness between
Wi-Fi and LTE-U. We also study the effect of Wi-Fi latency
in the association process, the effect of data transmission
latency when coexisting with LTE-U and the effect of the
sensing threshold on the latency and throughput performance
of Wi-Fi and LTE-U.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II
presents a brief summary of the issues, challenges, and
solutions from existing literature. Section III describes the
LTE-U Wi-Fi coexistence scenario that will be considered in
this paper. Section IV describes our experimental platform
using software defined radios (SDRs). Section V explains
the LTE-U duty cycle mechanism and Section VI describes
the LTE-U and Wi-Fi coexistence association process, issues
and solutions. Section VII presents the latency of Wi-Fi association when coexisting with LTE-U. Section VIII discuss
the transmission delay in LTE-U and Wi-Fi coexistence and
Section IX presents the effect of Wi-Fi ED sensing threshold
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on the performance. Future research directions and conclusions are presented in Section X and XI.
II. SUMMARY OF EXISTING WORK

In this section, we discuss about the existing literature work
on LTE-U Wi-Fi coexistence [17], [18] in the aspect of
standardisation solutions, experimental study and optimized
tuning parameters for better coexistence.
A. MEASUREMENT RESULTS ON LTE WI-FI COEXISTENCE

There are some prior works [19]–[21] in the literature which
performs the measurement based on the experiment for
LTE-U Wi-Fi coexistence. Capretti et al. [19] reported an
extensive empirical study of LTE and Wi-Fi behavior when
sharing the same frequency band. The work demonstrated
that LTE/Wi-Fi co-existence is feasible if LTE employs dutycycling, where a set of sub-frames are strictly muted in
LTE. The user-level performance on such a duty-cycle based
approach heavily depends on the diverse parameters in the
coexistence mode. Gomez-Miguelez et al. [20] presented an
open-source, modular and fully compliant with LTE Release
8 platform that allows for LTE extension and experimentation. Also, the authors described the architecture of the
srs-LTE library as well as the srs-UE and evaluated its computational efficiency proving its suitability to current LTE
testing. Yun and Liu [21], developed a novel system to support
co-existence between WiFi and LTE. The proposed system
decodes all the interfering signals under cross technology
interference even when the interfering signals have similar
power and occupy similar frequency. The developed system out-performs the time-division approach by 87%, and
performs comparably to interference-free reference signals
for channel estimation. The decoded Wi-Fi multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) signal using interfered reference
signals is comparable to a single input single output
(SISO) using interference-free Wi-Fi and LTE reference
signals.
B. OPTIMIZING LTE WI-FI COEXISTNECE PARAMETERS

We briefly summarize existing work on channel selection,
channel access delay, CCA sensing thresholds, resource
allocation and throughput improvement, optimizing access
parameter’s (Wi-Fi contention window (CW), Wi-Fi transmission opportunity time (TxOP), and LTE duty cycle (DC)
time), interference management and handover in LTE Wi-Fi
unlicensed below:
• Channel Selection: A LTE base station (BS) in an unlicensed frequency band evaluates the occupancy of the
channel based on the received signal strength. If lower
than the energy detection threshold [22], the channel is
considered as free, otherwise busy. Channel selection
is the mechanism used to decide the operating channel
where a small cell sets up an LTE-U carrier. Dynamic
channel selection in the unlicensed band can be used as
a frequency-domain coexistence mechanism to ensure
that LTE-U behaves as a good neighbor to other nearby
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wireless networks operating on the same channel. Small
cells autonomously make intelligent decisions and tend
to select such free channels [23] that are usually not
being used by its neighbors.
• Channel Access Delay: In LTE-U [24], the frequent
channel access will impact the performance of Wi-Fi.
The authors have observed that the probability of collision faced by Wi-Fi stations (due to LTE-U coexistence) can be analyzed using the novel random walk
approaches. Further, the coexistence fairness can be
improved based on tuning the other configuration
parameters such as transmission opportunity, transmission power, etc.
• Transmission rate of Wi-Fi to mitigate LTE-U interference: The adaptation of Wi-Fi modes/rates based on
the detection of LTE-U signal is very important in the
coexistence framework [25]. The proposed sliding window correlator method helps to detect the LTE-U signal
reliably, which in turn reduce the packet error rate, and
unnecessary re-transmission at Wi-Fi.
• Duty cycle optimization: To optimize the LTE-U duty
cycle (DC), cellular operators can observe the airmedium during the LTE-U OFF period [26] and dynamically adjust the DC based on the presence of Wi-Fi and
the number of detected Wi-Fi basic service sets (BSSs).
Also, analytical results [14] show that as the number of
Wi-Fi nodes increases, the Wi-Fi network in coexistence
with LTE-U with 50% duty cycling achieves a higher
throughput in comparison with coexisting with another
Wi-Fi network.
• Sensing Threshold: As per the IEEE 802.11 standard,
Wi-Fi uses an energy sensing threshold of −62 dBm
when LTE-LAA and/or LTE-U nodes are deployed close
by, whereas the LTE-LAA specification recommends
that LTE-LAA detect Wi-Fi at −72 dBm [15], [27].
Evaluating the effect of the the asymmetric sensing
threshold in the real-time experiment on coexistence
between the two system is important. Further, in order to
distinguish LTE-U signals reliably at Wi-Fi, the slidingwindow correlator detection framework is proposed
in [28], [29].
• Fairness: Efficient resource allocation [30] (or) interference management scheme will increase the fairness and
spectrum efficiency of the unlicensed system. Hence,
optimizing the unlicensed spectrum sharing for LTE-U
and Wi-Fi network coexistence is important.
• Mobility: In some cases, we can expect the user will
be mobile in the indoor or outdoor environment which
in turn leads to an increased number of association and
disassociation connections to the BS. Hence, it is important to study the performance of LTE-U in handover
scenarios.
The above cited work mostly focus on throughput, latency,
sensing threshold, and fairness in a scenario where both
LTE-U and Wi-Fi are already operating. The issue of how one
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system gets on the air on a channel that is already occupied
by the other is not considered. In the case of Wi-Fi occupying
a channel that LTE-U wishes to use, the problem is simple
since it is expected that LTE-U will simply start transmitting
with a 50% duty cycle, however the reverse situation is more
complicated and will be the one we address in this paper
(in-terms of association, latency, and throughput). In our past
work [16], we performed theoretical analyses and extensive
measurements with Wi-Fi and LTE-U in realistic deployments to understand the Wi-Fi beacon transmission/reception
behavior when LTE-U operates on the same channel. The
motivation is to understand if LTE-U should be operating with
its maximum allowed duty cycle of 95% when it is operating
on an empty channel. We find that if it does so, it will severely
impact the ability of a Wi-Fi access points (AP) to share
the channel since the beacon transmission/reception will be
disrupted. In this work we propose an efficient solution to
ensure fair association between Wi-Fi and LTE-U.
III. COEXISTENCE ARCHITECTURE OF LTE-U AND WI-FI

We assume a dense deployment of small cells where some
Wi-Fi APs operate on the same channel and others on a
different channel. The association issues pertaining to realtime LTE and Wi-Fi coexistence in the 5 GHz unlicensed
band are depicted in Fig. 1, where Wi-Fi and LTE-U networks
are assumed to have no coordination or cooperation. For
LTE-U, downlink transmissions are carried out over the unlicensed band and all uplink transmissions such as ACK and
control frames are carried over the anchor channel Physical
Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) on a licensed channel.
In our setup, the LTE-U BS uses a higher modulation scheme
(i.e., 64-QAM), uses the entire available bandwidth and
transmits in a full buffer mode. The setup also considers
both active and passive modes of Wi-Fi client association
mechanism. As shown in Fig. 1, Wi-Fi clients W5 and W6
transmit probe request packets in active scanning mode and
clients W1 , W4 , and W7 receive beacon packets in passive
scanning mode. The transmission of beacon frames by AP
follows a CSMA/CA based medium access mechanism i.e.,
the AP proactively senses the channel availability before
sending beacon frames. In response to probe requests from
Wi-Fi clients, the AP unicasts the probe response packets
with a corresponding ACK packet. The LTE-U BS transmit
control physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) and data
physical downlink control channel (PDSCH) channel to the
connected users (L1 , L2 and L3 ) as shown in Fig. 1. Our
goal is to study and evaluate the potential association issues,
throughput and energy detection considering variable LTE-U
duty cycle transmission and its impact on Wi-Fi transmission
and reception.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM DESCRIPTION

In this section, we explain the experimental platform and
discuss the capabilities and imitations of the National Instrument (NI) SDR that is used as the LTE-U BS for the coexistence experiments.
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FIGURE 1. Architecture on Wi-Fi client association during LTE Wi-Fi coexistence.

A. LTE SDR CAPABILITIES

The NI LTE Labview Application Framework provides functional elements of the Physical (PHY) layer as well as the
Medium Access Control (MAC) layer [31]. This platform
allows wireless researchers to quickly set up real-time experiments using the LTE and Wi-Fi Application Frameworks.
Selected aspects of the protocol and proposed modifications
and improvements can be easily implemented and tested.
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the module for downlink transmission
and reception in NI LTE-U framework [32] and Table 1 shows
the notations used in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
In this work, we consider the impact on Wi-Fi client association, latency and energy detection, when LTE-U operates in
downlink full buffer transmission mode. The MAC is implemented on a FPGA and tightly integrated with the PHY to
fulfill the requirements for synchronization signal, reference
signal, DATA, ACK, etc. The NI LTE-U framework [31] uses
a duty cycled version of the LTE waveform to access the
unlicensed channel. LTE-U has the flexibility to implement
new algorithms for improving coexistence between LTE-U
9224

FIGURE 2. Block diagram for NI LTE downlink Tx.

and Wi-Fi networks. The LTE-U base station listens actively
to Wi-Fi and other LTE-U transmissions to estimate the network usage patterns. The online algorithm used by LTE-U
VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 3. Block diagram for NI LTE downlink Rx.

TABLE 1. Notations used in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
FIGURE 4. LTE-U duty cycle modes.

that adapts the duty cycle is called CSAT. The duty cycle
could be modified by changing the TON and TOFF values
appropriately.
B. LTE SDR LIMITATIONS

While the NI platform is quite capable, there are some current
limitations that we describe below
• The LTE application framework version 2.0 supports the
resource allocation only in a full buffer (i.e., saturation)
mode. In future, the Labview software will expand its
capability from full buffer to a low-load use case.
• Currently the use case assumes a single LTE-U eNB
communicating with a single UE. In the future,
the multi-eNB and multi-UE use cases will be enabled.
• The current NI Labview version does not support uplink
transmission. Hence, all the modifications are made to
the host and FPGA GVIs related to the downlink functionalities.
• The LTE-U implementation does not have any CSAT
mechanism. Hence, in our work we propose a dynamic
CSAT algorithm (in Section V.C) based on the Wi-Fi
client association.
V. LTE-U DUTY CYCLE MECHANISM

As per standard, LTE-U BS does not employ any carrier
sensing techniques such as LBT or CSMA/CA for data and
control transmission. In order to ensure a fair coexistence in
the unlicensed spectrum, LTE-U uses the duty cycle mechanism which limits its usage of the spectrum and protects the
incumbent; wherein, LTE-U BSs operate in a cycle of ON
(active) and OFF (idle) state. Based on the operation mode,
the duty cycle is repeated over one or multiple LTE frames.
VOLUME 8, 2020

Each LTE frame consists of 10 subframe with the total duration of 10 ms (where, 1 LTE Frame = 20 slots). During the
OFF state, LTE-U BS can detect the Wi-Fi AP signals that
is operating on the same channel and adjust its duty cycle
accordingly (i.e., when one AP is detected, duty cycle must
be set at 50%, when two APs are detected, duty cycle is set at
33% [16]). According to the LTE-U specification, the cycle
can set a maximum of 20 ms ON time and a minimum of 1 ms
OFF time, which leads to a 95% duty cycle as shown in Fig. 4.
VI. LTE WI-FI COEXISTENCE ASSOCIATION
ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS

In this section, the Wi-Fi client association mechanism
and underlying issues are discussed when Wi-Fi coexists
with LTE-U. To solve the Wi-Fi client association problem, an energy based CSAT algorithms is proposed. Finally,
we discussed the impact of LTE-U ON Wi-Fi client association in power save mode.
A. WI-FI ASSOCIATION PROCESS

In a Wi-Fi network, beacon frame is one of the most important
management frame since it handles various sensitive tasks,
such as announcing AP’s presence (SSID/BSSID), capabilities (supported data rates, QoS), traffic indication map (TIM),
and BSS load. Wi-Fi AP periodically transmits beacon frames
at fixed Time Units (TUs), with typical value set to 100 TUs
(i.e., 102.4 ms). A beacon frame can contain varying amount
of data, with a length of approximately 60 to 450 bytes.
It is transmitted using the lowest MCS with the PHY data
rate of 6 Mbps and 9 µs time slot, and must be transmitted
within 48 time slots or 427 µs. The beacon transmission
is also based on carrier sensing, i.e., the AP must monitor
the channel and transmit only when it is idle. Before transmitting, AP starts a random back-off. If the channel goes
busy during back-off period, AP will defer until the channel
goes idle, Back-off duration is selected randomly with regard
to the minimum contention window (CWmin) and Beacon
frames are transmitted in broadcast without the need of
acknowledgement (ACK).
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TABLE 2. Broadcast and unicast transmission parameters.

FIGURE 5. Possible cases for beacon transmission and reception during
one ON/OFF LTE-U cycle.

There are two types of Wi-Fi association: active and passive. In passive scanning, the Wi-Fi client listens to the
beacons being transmitted by the AP every 102.4 ms (as
shown in Fig. 1 (a)). Upon successfully receiving the beacon
frames, the client derives BSS information and initiates the
association process with the AP. In active scanning, the client
broadcasts a probe request message (as shown in Fig. 1 (b))
to the AP and the AP, in response, transmits a probe response
(i.e., unicast packet). In real-time deployment setup, both
active and passive scanning modes are supported. A client
may trigger a probe request packet due to many reasons in
active scanning mode [33], e.g., loss of beacons or client
mobility. Experimental analysis of a real-world sniffer based
Wi-Fi data set [33] reveals that the probe traffic contributes
nearly 60% of the total management traffic and 90% of probe
response traffic provides almost same information about APs
located nearby. The probe responses are also sent at low
data rates, typically 1 Mbps. A probing cycle is considered
complete when probing device responds with ACK (acknowledgement) frame to the AP, else AP retries the probe response
until it gets an ACK or maximum retries timer expires. The
excessive probe traffic [34]–[38] also has a potential of hampering goodput of a Wi-Fi network. Thus, probe packets play
a very vital role in the utilization of the air medium.
B. BROADCAST PACKET TRANSMISSION FOR
ASSOCIATION PROCESS

The beacon transmission and reception in LTE-U and Wi-Fi
coexistence is illustrated in Fig. 5 with an example LTE-U
duty cycle of 50%. Case 1 illustrates a Wi-Fi beacon deferred
during LTE-U ON period. Since the channel is occupied by
LTE-U, Wi-Fi AP waits until channel idle, then senses the
channel for a time equal to DCF inter-frame space (DIFS),
selects random back-off, then finally transmits. The back-off
and beacon transmit procedure will never fail, since it only
needs transmission time of at most 427 µs plus the DIFS and
back-off time which is still smaller than the minimum length
of the LTE-U OFF period of 1 ms.
The Case 2 illustrates the scenario when the beacon is
generated during the LTE-U OFF period. In this case, AP
simply performs DIFS, followed by random back-off and
transmission. Similar to Case 1, this case also can never
fail since beacon transmission time plus DIFS and back-off
time can never be larger than 1 ms. The problem arises in
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Case 3 where AP is trying to transmit beacon when it is in the
later part of LTE-U OFF period. In this case, two outcomes
are possible: (a) AP successfully backs-off and transmits
the beacon, but it is partially or completely overlaps with
the subsequent LTE-U ON period, and, thus, corrupting the
beacon transmission; or (b) LTE-U ON period starts before
AP finishes backing-off, causing the AP to wait until the end
of the ON period then continue backing-off on the next OFF
period. Since the beacon transmission time is smaller than the
smallest LTE-U OFF period, the transmission will always be
successful.
For cases 1 and 3b, the actual inter-beacon transmission
is increased from the target of 102.4 ms period because of
LTE-U interference. In case 3a, while beacon packets may not
be received successfully, it can still be recovered using error
correction coding given a large portion of the frame is valid.
Our works will quantify both these type of events as a function of duty cycle and period using theoretical analysis [16]
and experimental study.
The above cases assumed that only beacons are transmitted during the association process, but as explained in
Sub-Section below, probe request packet may also be transmitted by the near-by Wi-Fi clients to initiate the passive association process. In this case, Wi-Fi AP must reply
with probe response, which is a unicast transmission and
requires re-transmission on failed transmission. Adding to
that, the CWmin will be doubled on failed transmission,
further, AP still needs to defer during LTE-U ON period.
Also, these packets will also be transmitted during the LTE-U
OFF 1 ms period and, hence, will have an impact on beacon
frame transmission and reception as well.
C. UNICAST PACKET TRANSMISSION FOR ASSOCIATION
AND SCANNING

During the association process, there are some active scanning packets sent as unicast in the air-medium which hinders
the beacon broadcast transmission. These packets include
probe response, association request, association response,
authentication request, and authentication response. Since the
packets are unicast, each transmission is always followed by
an ACK response packet. Fig. 6 illustrates, how those unicast
packets coexist with LTE-U duty cycle.
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FIGURE 6. Possible cases for unicast packet transmission for the active
and passive scanning.

In Case 1, a Wi-Fi node (either an AP or a station, depending on the packet type) generated a unicast packet during
the LTE-U ON period. Since the channel is busy, the node
waits until the LTE-U OFF period starts, senses the channel
for a time equal to DIFS, back-off for a random period, then
transmits the packet if the channel is idle. The time needed
from DIFS to successful transmission is Tu = tpr + Nu ×
8/r0 + SIFS + ACK as given in Table 2. This is less than the
minimum length of the LTE-U OFF period (i.e., 1 ms); hence,
overlap with the second LTE-U ON period will not happen in
this case, assuming that only one Wi-Fi AP and one station
is communicating at the time. This assumption will also be
applied for Case 2 and Case 3.
In Case 2, a Wi-Fi node is generating the unicast packet
during the LTE-U OFF period. In this case, the node performs sensing for a time equal to DIFS then transmits. Also,
the total packet transmission time (Tu ) plus DIFS is less than
the minimum length of the LTE-U OFF period; hence, this
case assures successful transmission. For Case 3, the Wi-Fi
node generates the unicast packet at the later part of the
LTE-U OFF period. In this case, there are two outcomes:
(a) the node senses that the channel is idle for a time equal to
DIFS, then either the packet or the reply ACK overlaps with
the LTE-U ON period, causing the transmission to fail, and
re-transmission in the second ON period; or (b) the node
senses the LTE-U ON period during DIFS which causes wait
for the LTE-U OFF period then sense the channel for a time
equal to DIFS, back-off for a random amount of time, and
finally transmit the packet. Both (a) and (b) cases cause delay
in association process.
The presence of unicast packets in the channel makes
the correct beacon transmission and reception more difficult
during the LTE-U OFF duration because part of the OFF
period is used by the unicast packets or the unicast packets
may collide with beacon packets.
D. WI-FI CLIENT ASSOCIATION ISSUES IN
COEXISTENCE WITH LTE-U

According to the LTE-U specification, if a channel is vacant,
i.e. no Wi-Fi is detected, an LTE-U BS can transmit for a
maximum 20 ms ON time and a minimum 1 ms OFF time thus
leading to a 95% duty cycle [4]. If a Wi-Fi AP now wishes
VOLUME 8, 2020

to also share this channel with LTE-U, it has to begin with
transmitting beacons (and probe responses, if clients in the
vicinity transmit probe requests) for the association, which
are also subject to CSMA/CA. However with such a large
duty cycle, and only 1 ms of OFF time, it is unclear as how
successful it will be in setting up its beacon transmissions,
which is a necessary prerequisite before association with
other Wi-Fi devices can take place.
In order to study and evaluate the coexistence of LTE
and Wi-Fi, we setup a real-world experiment in an open lab
environment. The open environment allows other existing
Wi-Fi clients in nearby locations to transmit probe requests to
the APs in the experiment. Our LTE coexistence framework
setup utilizes the NI USRP 2953R SDR [31] to transmit the
LTE-U signal and vary the ON and OFF times to obtain
different duty cycles. The Wi-Fi APs are realized by two
Netgear transceivers and the experimental test-bed is shown
in Fig. 7, where Cell A is denoted as Experiment AP and can
be either an LTE-U eNB or a Wi-Fi AP. Cell B is denoted as
Coexistence AP and is always assumed to be a Wi-Fi AP. Cell
A and Cell B are separated by a distance of 5.1 meter as shown
in Fig. 7. The NI LTE-U BS and Wi-Fi APs are provisioned
to operate on the same unlicensed channel (Channel 165) and
we ensure that no other Wi-Fi APs are active on that channel
as shown in Fig. 8. Cell B transmits only beacon frames (also
probe responses if there are any clients nearby that transmit
probe requests) and does not transmit any data packets. The
transmission power of LTE-U BS and Wi-Fi AP is 23 dBm
and the Wi-Fi energy threshold is −82 dBm. In this setup,
the antenna type for Wi-Fi and LTE-U is MIMO & SISO.
Before adopting the CSAT approach, we measure how many
Wi-Fi beacons are received at the LTE-U BS during the OFF
period by using a laptop in monitor mode with Wireshark
installed on it and placing it very close to the LTE-U BS.
We will call the beacons received by this laptop as Wi-Fi
beacons received at Cell A. We also use Wireshark on another
laptop in monitor mode at the same time near the transmitting
Wi-Fi AP (Cell B), and call the beacons received by this
laptop as Wi-Fi beacons transmitted by Cell B. By comparing
the sequence IDs of each beacon that is reported by the
Wireshark at each laptop, we can compare how many beacons
were successfully transmitted (from the laptop close to the
Wi-Fi AP at Cell B) and received (from the laptop close to the
Cell A). We study Wi-Fi/Wi-Fi coexistence and LTE-U/Wi-Fi
coexistence under different scenarios described below [16].
• Case A: Baseline Wi-Fi/Wi-Fi Coexistence.
• Case B: LTE-U/Wi-Fi Coexistence with 5 ms ON/5 ms
OFF LTE-U duty cycle.
• Case C: LTE-U/Wi-Fi Coexistence with 20 ms ON/20
ms OFF LTE-U duty cycle.
• Case D: LTE-U/Wi-Fi Coexistence with 20 ms ON/1 ms
OFF LTE-U duty cycle.
• Case E: LTE-U/Wi-Fi Coexistence with 20 ms ON/5 ms
OFF LTE-U duty cycle.
Fig. 9 shows the total number of expected beacons,
transmitted beacons and received beacons w.r.t. the five
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FIGURE 7. LTE Wi-Fi coexistence experiment setup.

achieves similar loss performance as in Case B and Case C
with 50% duty cycle. Hence, in order to provide the Wi-Fi AP
a fair association access to the shared medium, the LTE-U BS
may be tuned to use a duty cycle of no greater than 80%. With
80% duty cycle, the reduction in the number of beacons that
are not received at the LTE-BS will also enable the LTE-U BS
to react faster to the presence of Wi-Fi by reducing its duty
cycle to the required 50%. Hence, we recommend LTE-U BS
80% duty cycle even when there is no uncoordinated BS on
the channel. The following subsection discusses an effective
solution strategy to the aforementioned problem based on
energy based CSAT algorithm which flexibly adapts the duty
cycle in presence of Wi-Fi APs in the vicinity.
FIGURE 8. Coexistence experiment on 5GHz channel (165) @Uchicago
campus.

FIGURE 9. Beacon reception at different ON/OFF modes.

cases above. In the baseline coexistence of Wi-Fi/Wi-Fi, there
is no observable drop in the number of received beacons.
However, in the other four cases of LTE-U coexisting with
Wi-Fi, we observe a drop in the number of beacons received
even with a 50% duty cycle (in Case B and Case C). In the
20 ms ON/1 ms OFF duty cycle shown in Case D, almost 33%
of the transmitted beacon frames are not actually received at
the LTE-U BS. Interestingly, in Case E, the 80% duty cycle
9228

E. LTE-U CSAT ALGORITHM FOR SCALING
BACK THE DUTY CYCLE

Since the 1 ms OFF duration is very small, it leads to
increased association packet drops and thus delays the
Wi-Fi association process. Once LTE-U, using energy based
CSAT [26], detects Wi-Fi, it should scale back the duty cycle
to 50% [40].
The question we seek to answer is: how long would it take
for LTE-U to scale back its duty cycle to 50% once a Wi-Fi
AP starts coexisting on the same channel? We conjecture that
the scale-back time is a function of the initial duty cycle
being used by LTE-U and demonstrate that is indeed the
case by implementing a CSAT algorithm on the NI SDR and
experimenting in a real-world deployment. We consider an
energy-based CSAT, i.e., the CSAT mechanism is triggered
only by energy levels.
Note that since the energy-based CSAT algorithm monitors only energy levels in the channel [40], it also registers the presence of probe packets in addition to beacons
and hence may facilitate detecting the presence of Wi-Fi
faster. However, the probe packets might cause a drop in the
number of Wi-Fi beacons transmitted, thereby causing the
Wi-Fi association process to be delayed. Additionally, it is
not desirable to trigger the CSAT algorithm only on probe
packets, since probe requests are sent by clients and not APs.
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We consider the above in designing the CSAT algorithm such
that beacon transmission energy is prioritized over probe
packet energy, by averaging the measured energy over 30
(i.e., N = 30) LTE-U OFF durations which is approximately
equal to 5 beacon intervals. Fig. 12 describes the algorithmic flow for the CSAT algorithm. Presence of Wi-Fi AP is
detected by the LTE-U BS if the energy detection value is
greater than the threshold (=−70 dBm) and value of Count
1 is incremented. In order to ensure that the detected presence
pertains to that of a Wi-Fi AP and not just Wi-Fi probe request
packets, the LTE-U decides the duty cycle only when a)
Value of Count 1 value is greater than or equal to five and
b) Average energy detection value is greater than or equal
to the threshold. If these two conditions are true, the LTE-U
BS operates at 50% duty cycle, else it operates at 80% duty
cycle. To validate the above CSAT solution, we perform
two additional scenarios on the same experiment setup as
explained in the previous section.
•

•

FIGURE 10. Beacon reception time at LTE-U side.

Case F: LTE-U operates at 80% duty cycle (20 ms
ON/5 ms OFF) when there is no Wi-Fi and operates at
50% duty cycle (20 ms ON/20 ms OFF) when CSAT
detects Wi-Fi.
Case G: LTE-U operates at 95% duty cycle (20 ms
ON/1 ms OFF) when there is no Wi-Fi and operates at
50% duty cycle (20 ms ON/20 ms OFF) when CSAT
detects Wi-Fi.

Fig. 9 shows the expected number of beacon transmission and reception of the above two cases. We see that in
Case F, where the initial duty cycle is 80% and CSAT is
employed, most of the beacon transmissions are successful
since the 5 ms LTE-U OFF duration is large enough for the
beacons, probe, association and ACK packets. Compared to
Case E, where the duty cycle is fixed at 80% and CSAT is not
employed, the number of successful beacon transmissions is
increased in Case F, and comes close to the baseline Wi-Fi/
Wi-Fi performance, Case A. Similarly, in Case G, where the
initial duty cycle is 95% and CSAT is employed, the number
of successful beacon transmissions is improved compared to
Case D where the duty cycle is fixed at 95% and CSAT is
not employed. However, even with CSAT, the performance
of Case G is clearly not good enough. Hence, we recommend that LTE-U employ at most a duty cycle of 80%, even
when operating on an unoccupied channel since that allows
successful Wi-Fi beacon transmission at a level similar to
Wi-Fi/Wi-Fi coexistence and hence satisfies the requirement
of ‘‘association fairness’’.
F. BEACON RECEPTION TIME AT LTE-U BS

In this section, we are interested in observing the reception
time for different duty cycle operation. Fig. 10 shows the
beacon reception time at LTE-U for various duty cycles in
one second duration. In this experiment, we ensure that the
same start time for the different duty cycles is maintained
by ensuring the same system time (in terms of minutes and
seconds). Hence, these four experiments (i.e., Wi-Fi/Wi-Fi
VOLUME 8, 2020

FIGURE 11. Energy based CSAT algorithm at 80% duty cycle.

coexistence (represented by green), 50% (represented by
black), 80% (represented by red), 95% duty cycle (represented by blue)) start at the same time, i.e., at 60.37 seconds.
As expected, the Wi-Fi/Wi-Fi beacon reception is faster compared to other all other scenarios. We observe that the first
beacon packet is received quicker at 80% duty cycle than
at 95% duty cycle. Further, more beacons drop over a short
period of time at 95% duty cycle than 80% duty cycle.
G. LTE-U CSAT SCALE BACK DURATION

The 1 ms minimum of LTE-U’s OFF duration can cause a
large number of failed beacon transmission when Wi-Fi AP
is initializing (or power ON). Further, the CSAT algorithm
takes a long time to recognize the AP and scale back its
duty cycle. In our work, LTE-U BS detected the first beacon
at the 54.112 second and K (i.e., K = 5) beacons at the
55.520 second, which is due to the drop in initial beacon
packet (because of probe and other association packets).
Additionally, the NI hardware processing latency increased
the recognition time to 58.730 seconds. Therefore, the total
time for the energy-based CSAT algorithm to adopt new duty
cycle is 58.730 − 54.112 = 4.618 seconds.
Fig. 11 shows the adaptation of CSAT algorithm with
maximum of 80% duty cycle, which is faster than CSAT
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set-up as before. Here, we focus on the impact of the presence of probe packets on the association time during passive
association. In actual deployment, a Wi-Fi AP must support
both active and passive association, i.e., AP must serve probe
request while also send beacons regularly (in the interval
of 102.4 ms). Congestion can possibly happen if the active
association process interrupted, since probe and association
packets must be re-transmitted on failure, and further affecting the performance of passive association process. Since
there is no mechanism to disable the active scanning process,
there will always be an interplay between active and passive
scanning. As the LTE-U duty cycle increases, this problem is
exacerbated leading to increased association delays.

FIGURE 12. Flowchart representation of the LTE-U CSAT algorithm.

with maximum of 95% duty cycle (i.e., minimum 1 ms OFF
duration). The first beacon is detected by LTE-U BS at the
51.987 second, K th beacon detected at the 52.320 second, and
NI hardware processing time at the 54.730 second, thus total
adaptation time is 54.730 − 51.987 = 2.743 seconds.
H. IMPACT OF LTE-U ON THE CLIENT ASSOCIATION IN
POWER SAVE MODE

The Wi-Fi traffic delay introduced by LTE-U has a significant
impact on the Wi-Fi beacons and power save mode [10].
Wi-Fi clients in power-save mode wake up to receive the
beacon every 102.4 ms for a few milliseconds. When a Wi-Fi
AP coexists with LTE-U, it waits until the end of LTE-U
ON period for transmission, so there is a possibility that the
Wi-Fi clients go to sleep again and are not able to receive
the beacon. Consecutive failures in the reception of beacons
results in the disassociation of the clients. The solution is that
Wi-Fi clients need to stay awake for a longer duration thus
decreasing the efficiency of the power-save mode. It has been
proposed that the LTE-U ON period is punctured with 1-2 ms
gaps to decrease the latency of the delay sensitive application
packets and beacon packets. However, due to many reasons
(such as packet size, high priority packets with different class
type, and short OFF period), a large number of Wi-Fi packets
may collide either with other Wi-Fi packets or the next ON
edge of LTE-U which starts right after the 1-2 ms gap. Thus,
it cannot be guaranteed that this puncturing method would
address the reduction in efficiency of the WiFi power-save
mode when coexisting with TE-U.
VII. ASSOCIATION DELAY IN WI-FI/LTE-U COEXISTENCE

The previous section demonstrated that the number of successful beacon transmissions and the impact of the CSAT
algorithm varied as a function of the LTE-U duty-cycle.
In this section, we measure the actual association time when
Wi-Fi is coexisting with LTE-U and compare it with the baseline Wi-Fi/Wi-Fi coexistence, using a similar experimental
9230

FIGURE 13. Experimental probe request drop statistics.

We collected measurements of probe request packet reception using an experimental set-up similar to that in Fig. 2,
except now we use one Wireshark enabled laptop near a
Wi-Fi client to capture transmitted probe request packets and
another Wireshark enabled laptop next to a Wi-Fi AP to capture received probe request packets. The Wi-Fi AP and Wi-Fi
client are separated by the distance of 6.7 meters (i.e., 22 feet).
These measurements are collected over a 5 minute period.
A probe request is considered dropped if it is transmitted by
a Wi-Fi client but not received at the Wi-Fi AP. The results
of the probe request drop rate are shown in Fig. 13. Due to
the broadcast nature of probe request packets (i.e., they are
not retransmitted if lost) roughly 40-50% of the packets are
received successfully in the 5 ms ON/OFF (i.e., Case B),
and 20 ms ON/OFF (i.e., Case C). In Wi-Fi to Wi-Fi
(i.e., Case A) 88% of the packets are received successfully.
But in 20 ms ON and 1 ms OFF of the LTE-U duty cycle
(i.e., Case D), we observed a 98% drop-rate, i.e., as conjectured, most probe requests are not received at the AP. Similarly, in Case E, Case F, and Case G the percentage of probe
request packets received at the AP are in the percentages
of 62, 80 and 37 respectively. Once again, we see that the
choice of 80% duty cycle along with CSAT (Case F) enables
a higher success rate of probe request reception.
Table 3 shows the statistics of the probe response packets
received at the client where we separate out the number
received on the first attempt and in subsequent attempts.
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TABLE 3. Experimental probe response results.

We count two types of probe response packet events in
the ‘‘subsequent attempts’’: (a) the probe response packet
is received successfully at the client, but the ACK is not
received at the AP, in which case the probe response packet
is retransmitted and (b) the probe response packet itself is not
received at the client and is retransmitted. The results in the
table indicate that the performance of Case F, 80% duty-cycle
with CSAT, comes closest in performance to the base-line
Wi-Fi/Wi-Fi, Case A, corroborating our recommendation in
the previous section.
We study and experimentally evaluate the total association
delay in passive scanning for all the above mentioned scenarios. In passive association of Wi-Fi client, total expected
delay is calculated by aggregating the expected delivery time
of each packet of the passive association. It is given as
follows.
E[Tp ] = E[Bint ] + E[Tbt ] + E[Auth Request]
+ E[Auth Response] + E[Assoc Request]
+ E[Assoc Response],
(1)
where the E[Bint ] = Bint /2 is the expected delay for a beacon
to be received by a client who wishes to associate without
considering the effect of the LTE-U coexistence (the beacon
is generated every Bint ), E[Tbt ] is the expected extra delay of
the beacon reception when coexisting with LTE-U which is
calculated in eq (6) of [16], and similarly the expected extra
delay of authentication and association packets in coexistence
with LTE-U is important in calculating the total delay.
Table 4 illustrates the experimental results of the total
delay of the passive association process of a Wi-Fi client
when coexisting with LTE-U for the various cases described
before. It is obvious that Case A, the baseline Wi-Fi/Wi-Fi
coexistence, has the least association delay and Case D, when
LTE-U has a 95% duty cycle has the worst, in fact, association
is not even successful. Once again we see that Case F, i.e.
LTE-U with 80% duty cycle along with CSAT approaches
the baseline Wi-Fi/Wi-Fi performance the closest, while not
having too much of an impact on the LTE-U data rate. We do
not claim that the choice of a 80% duty cycle is optimum,
but instead a good compromise that will ensure association
fairness as defined in this paper.
VIII. TRANSMISSION DELAY IN
WI-FI/LTE-U COEXISTENCE

Latency plays a key role when LTE-U and Wi-Fi coexist on
the same unlicensed spectrum channel. If the CSAT scales
VOLUME 8, 2020

TABLE 4. Wi-Fi association time.

back but still the duty cycling is high, there can be a huge
chance that the Wi-Fi client will have more delay in transmitting and receiving the data packets. In case of Wi-Fi AP,
the percentage of MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDUs) that
need to be transmitted depends on the percentage of overlap
between the CSAT ON period and Wi-Fi TxOPs (which
depends on the duration of each MPDU and ACK). The
increased re-transmission because of consecutive collision
reduces throughput and increases the latency.
The CSMA/CA protocol is employed in the data transmission of Wi-Fi networks. In this case, the AP senses the
transmission medium for its availability before transmitting
any packets. If the medium is found to be idle, then the
AP performs random back-off procedure using the minimum
contention window(CWmin). During the back-off interval,
if the channel is sensed busy, then AP postpones the sensing
until it becomes available. However, LTE-U employs a duty
cycle approach where the duty cycle interval is calculated
by the perceived Wi-Fi usage by the LTE-U base station
in the OFF period. This is similar to a scheduled TDMA
approach without random access. Also, Wi-Fi AP treats the
LTE-U as the external interference signal and use the ED
sensing threshold of −62 dBm for contending with the LTE-U
as per IEEE standard. To study the coexistence latency at
Wi-Fi AP, we deployed the same experimental setup as shown
in Fig.7 where the Wi-Fi packet size is set to 1500 byte to
observe the latency performance when LTE and Wi-Fi try
to coexist on the same unlicensed channel. Both Cell A and
Cell B are separated at the distance of 5.1 meter. The LTE-U
ON/OFF cycle period is 20 ms and the duty cycles are fixed
to 30%, 50%, and 70%. Wi-Fi ED threshold is −62 dBm in
the experimental results in Table 5. For the LTE-U DC =
0.3, Wi-Fi to Wi-Fi coexistence achieves a lower latency
compared with coexisting with another LTE-U; also, for
LTE-U DC = 0.5 and 0.7, Wi-Fi to LTE-U coexistence has
a higher latency compared with Wi-Fi to Wi-Fi coexistence.
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TABLE 5. Latency performance when LTE-U and Wi-Fi coexist at EDth = −62 dBm.

TABLE 6. Latency performance when LTE-U and Wi-Fi coexist at EDth = −72 dBm.

TABLE 7. Latency performance when LTE-U and Wi-Fi coexist at EDth = −82 dBm.

As we increase the LTE-U duty cycle, the latency of Wi-Fi in
coexistence with Wi-Fi increases. This is due to the following
reason: In Wi-Fi to Wi-Fi coexistence both system follows
a CSMA/CA protocol. When the medium is busy the Wi-Fi
node backoff its own transmission so the other Wi-Fi AP
can have a successful transmission. Hence we observe less
latency for Wi-Fi to Wi-Fi coexistence (for example: LTE-U
DC = 0.3, 52 ms. But when LTE-U coexist with Wi-Fi AP
now its a different system (CSMA Vs duty cyle ON & OFF).
There is no much coordination between the two systems.
Hence, the LTE-U ON duty cycle get interfered [10] with
Wi-Fi transmission opportunity time (i.e., Wi-Fi packets)
which in turn reduce the Wi-Fi transmission rate and cause
error packet which also leads to re-transmission. This entire
process will increase the Wi-Fi delay latency when it coexist
with LTE-U (for LTE=U DC = 0.3 the Wi-Fi delay when it
coexist with LTE-U is 80 ms).
IX. EFFECT OF WI-FI ED SENSING THRESHOLD
ON THE PERFORMANCE

In the previous section, we discussed the impact of LTE-U
DC on the latency performance of Wi-Fi with ED threshold
of −62 dBm. In this section, we discuss the effect of ED
thresholds like −72 and −82 dBm on latency and throughput
performance of Wi-Fi. As per the IEEE 802.11 standard,
Wi-Fi uses an ED threshold of −62 dBm for detecting the non
Wi-Fi signals. The same setup as the previous section VIII is
considered. Since LTE-U does not implement carrier sensing, the ED value for LTE-U is not considered. The latency
performance of Wi-Fi at different ED Wi-Fi thresholds
(i.e., −62 dBm, −72 dBm, −82 dBm) is observed when
LTE-U coexist on the same channel. The results in Table 5,
Table 6 and Table 7 show that −82 dBm ED threshold at
Wi-Fi AP leads to less latency time compared to other Wi-Fi
ED thresholds (−72 dBm and −62 dBm). This is because the
Wi-Fi treats LTE-U as another coexisting Wi-Fi cell instead
of an interfering noise source; thus the collision decreases
and this prevents from re-transmission delay. Hence, we can
observe that the latency decreases in Wi-Fi in the coexistence
9232

FIGURE 14. LTE-U (Cell A) and Wi-Fi (Cell B) throughut performance.

of Wi-Fi with LTE-U at EDth = −82 dBm. As the LTE-U
duty cycle increase, we can observe a decrease in LTE-U
latency in the coexistence of Wi-Fi and LTE-U.
Similarly, Fig. 14 presents the comparison of the mean
throughput of Wi-Fi and LTE-U across various duty cycle
and different ED Wi-Fi threshold. As the duty cycle increases,
the throughput performance of LTE-U increases while Wi-Fi
throughput decreases as expected. When the ED threshold used by Wi-Fi in the presence of LTE-U is lowered
to −82 dBm, i.e., Wi-Fi treats LTE-U as another coexisting Wi-Fi cell instead of as an interfering noise source,
both LTE-U and Wi-Fi throughput increases. Because from
one side the LTE-U receives lower interference from Wi-Fi
and from the other side lower interference from LTE-U to
Wi-Fi prevents from packet collision and re-transmission of
the packets. This result thus implies that Wi-Fi has to use
the same −82 dBm threshold to protect against Wi-Fi and
LTE-U, while continuing to use - 62 dBm against unknown
noise or other external interfering wireless technologies.
Hence, Wi-Fi can adopt carrier sensing kind of mechanism
to identify the LTE-U signals.
To accurately distinguish LTE-U and other signals, future
Wi-Fi APs need to implement LTE detection using the LTE
synchronization signals. Further, through results we demonstrate that lowering the Wi-Fi ED threshold improves the
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performance of both the systems. We also observe that the
coexists performance is better when Wi-Fi treats LTE-U
as an overlapping Wi-Fi rather than treating it as external
interference.
X. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION IN THE
COEXISTENCE OF WI-FI AND LTE-U

A number of practical issues and challenges facing fair coexistence of Wi-Fi and LTE-U have been investigated and partially solved in the research community as discussed in this
paper: however plenty of open problems exit. In this section,
we list some potential future research direction in this area
(a) optimizing the inter-arrival timing of beacon packets when
Wi-Fi is operating in both active and passive scanning mode
(b) designing rate-adaptation algorithms for Wi-Fi to optimize performance when subject to co-channel interference
from LTE-U and (c) investigating the effect of small gaps in
the LTE-U ON period and illustrating the performance of this
mechanism in dense deployment scenarios where the number
of beacon and probe packets will increase and (d) adaptive
sensitivity control algorithms for Wi-Fi nodes to tune the
ED threshold based on the level of received RSSI from AP,
like the dynamic sensitivity control approach proposed in
IEEE 802.11ax, since it has been report that the ED threshold
of −62 dBm is not necessarily the best choice when coexisting with LTE-U [10].
XI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focused on studying the association issue
when Wi-Fi and LTE-U coexist on the same channel, specifically addressing the question of how large a duty cycle should
LTE-U be using to ensure ‘‘association fairness’’ with Wi-Fi.
Using carefully designed experiments and measurements,
we demonstrated that the default option of the LTE-U specification that would allow a 95% duty cycle would severely
impact the ability of a Wi-Fi AP to commence association
with Wi-Fi clients in the band. Based on these studies, we propose that LTE-U should use a duty cycle of 80% instead,
along with CSAT, in order to allow enough OFF time for a
Wi-Fi AP to begin transmitting beacons successfully, even in
the presence of probe requests/responses from clients, thus
ensuring association fairness. Our study used realistic experimental deployments and accounted for probe transmissions
as well, which is difficult to do with analysis and simulation.
As far as we are aware, this is the first thorough study of
this aspect of Wi-Fi/LTE-U coexistence. We also studied
how the Wi-Fi and LTE-U latency would be affected when
Wi-Fi coexist with LTE-U. In addition, we studied the ED
sensing threshold of Wi-Fi on the latency and throughput
performance of Wi-Fi and LTE-U. There still remain plenty
of open research questions in the coexistence of Wi-Fi and
LTE-U which require effort from the research community to
solve in future.
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